
How Technology Can Help Real Estate

The expansion of technological advancements has allowed changes in the business. It's

not so common in real estate. Technology seems to be foreign in property selling. While

the latter has not fully utilized the impact of tech, many business plans have proven to

be beneficial from it. It is proven that there are substantial technologies that help in

starting a business in real estate that allows agents, investors, and homebuyers to take

advantage of it.

And this move has run close to betterment. But first, let's tackle how these technologies

can help you through.

6 Tools in Technology for Real Estate Businesses

Blockchain Technology

Data-sharing makes the business long-lasting, they say. Good thing, this modernized era

provides helpful resources. Blockchain is a technology that is now widely used for data

sharing among global networks. It is a recordkeeping tool that is ideal for real estate

businesses to assist buyers and sellers in building connections conveniently. It reveals a

more significant opportunity for any real estate agency.

Virtual Reality

In today's context, the world is slowly spinning into a disaster with the coronavirus

outbreak. As the recent changes in the daily operation become difficult, virtual reality

apps have boomed in demand, helping people at home recreate the sense of travel,

according to the New York Times. But more than that, despite this pandemic, this

technology has benefited real estate by allowing market property 3D tours. Marketing

and branding continue to generate leads offering investors to check properties.

Chatbots

No doubt, the webspace has been so accessible. More people would consider online

transactions because of its convenience. Because of this, you can grow business in real

estate by deploying chatbots to accommodate sellers and buyers in their sales process.

Through bots, you can converse with potential buyers that face inconvenience in

personal appointment scheduling. With appropriate auto-generated responses, you can

guarantee a real-time operation.



Augmented Reality

While most agencies struggle in visualizing their systematic list, visuals are among the

essential factors in building your real estate business. Through augmented reality, it

caters to allow potential buyers to get a look at your property through visual tours.

Eventually, this boosts up your sales cycles in no time as it elevates the advertising

tactics making it easier to interact between your prospects.

Artificial Intelligence

The real estate market continually changes. Not only will this affect the value of the

properties, but it affected realtors as well. Through the collection of data from various

incident reports, such as crime, transportations, and marketplace, using artificial

intelligence, estate agents can forecast the future market value of every property. It

allows prediction on property prices from home.

Internet of things (IoT)

IoT is simply defined as the collection of data through embedded sensors, which is

accessible from many users around the globe. But why is this significant in real estate? It

resolves various property issues. Buyers and sellers can easily connect to their home

computers and access the set of information. In this way, communication is more

accessible.

How Technology Helps the Real Estate Industry

Property Search

It's daunting to look for a property without planning. Impulsive purchases have hidden

challenges and risks. Although it is now convenient to drive and look around, property

research is now accessible through the internet. Before a buyer sets an appointment

with a realtor, it's easier to look through designated web pages for a potential property.

Real estate agents can freely publish features ready for an open house. And through an

analysis of comparison and contrast, the underlying pitfalls are easier to distinguish.

Moreso, property research helps real estate promote visual catalogs online. In return, it

provides convenience to investors and buyers.

Lead Generation

You need consumers to grow as a business. And to attract those consumers, marketing is

a fundamental aspect to take note of. Since lead generation has now continually

prospered in the real estate industry, it is easier to gain more attention from potential



buyers. Perhaps, lead generation has boosted the estate game. As a result, it has been a

method that engagingly attracts people. More and more, real estate agents are looking

towards an innovative lead generation strategy through email listing, social media ads,

and more. Added with the support of technologies, tracking your property demand and

date is now convenient through intelligence software.

Online Listing

Today, technology now positively affects not just individuals' lives, but businesses too. It

now provides a positive impact on running a business, especially in real estate. Perhaps,

there are many ways technology is much used for. This includes placing a business

listing where consumers can quickly look for it. One way to ensure that this remains

visible is by posting the list of properties on your business website. Another method for

possible prospects to look for you is through different online directories, including

Yahoo, Bing, Google, and Yelp. In return, you can increase your agency's potential in

reaching your target market.

3d Virtual Tours

As a way to provide buyers the convenience to look for a property, technology has been

advantageous. Now, when you hear of VR, what comes into your mind? Perhaps, it's the

game. But even in business, 3D tours commonly provide a better tour experience for

potential buyers. With more than just photos, customers can freely scroll up and down

or side by side to check the whole property. Aside from that, it is interactive and fun.

Shoppers have full control of walking through every area of the building. But more than

its convenient experience, it's also affordable.

Boost Your Offering

When it comes to boosting your profit, technology makes an opportunity easier to

achieve. Securing that raising your offering returns a good profit, you can link up to

various platforms. Among the four tools that are worth the investment are: BPO,

property Ware, IFTTT, and Evernote. To make it simple, all of these use automation to

utilize your time and, eventually, increase your productivity. However, you do not need

to rush. More leads mean more profit and higher productivity rates.

Increase Productivity

Many clients per day, it's easy to get lost in your tracks. Agents are always busy.

Sometimes, balancing the time per client is a challenge. Now, let's go back to the original

score—your productivity. Real estate capital guarantees a thousand dollar cash. That

alone is heavy in the pocket. It's enough to explain how much profit is necessary to be



returned. With technology, closing more deals has now become easier by using

automated tasks, mobile devices, and tracking software. These, eventually, help in the

convenient selling of properties. Technology serves as a strategy to boost your

productivity, enabling you to finish your responsibilities in a day.

Proper Asset Management

Take into account that real estate has the highest growing asset in the industry today.

With its size of contribution in the market, it bags among the most significant estimates

of profits. In the beginning, real estate information was insufficient online. However,

through modernity, agents can now take tech as an opportunity. The emergence of social

media and software management began to shape property selling. In adopting Excel, the

leading asset management tool, it drives further quantitative approaches to account

reports. Given its contribution, property investors, and stakeholders from across the

global network can access the availability of data.

Life in the digital era has been made easier. Although technology has its disadvantages,

it solely positively affects firms. Especially in real estate, venturing into this new leap

demands collaboration and network expansion to develop a long-term business.

Fortunately, there are software and other resources available to make the operation fast

and easy. If you need to reshape your object, take advantage of the tools listed above.

Take opportunities and build a sharp image in the industry today.


